How Prepaid Basic: Phone Plans Work:
Choose the Verizon Wireless plan that’s right for you, starting at just $19.99 for 2 GB data. With a $70 phone, you can talk, text, and surf the web. There are three 30-day Verizon FIXED or TRAVEL plans to pick from:

- $19.99 per month, 20 Anytime Minutes
- $24.99 per month, 40 Anytime Minutes, 200 Texts, 25¢/day
- $35.99 per month, Unlimited Anytime Minutes, Unlimited Texts, Unlimited Data

How Prepaid Tablet Plans Work:
With a 4G LTE Plan, the power is yours. Create your own mobile network with a plan and device to get high-speed internet on the go. With 10 "$20 Mobility" plans, you have unlimited talk and text with the usage limited to 5 GB of data. Video, game, and data-intensive apps are charged as per your usage. Check your account with Verizon Prepaid SoftCard and your account manager for more details.

How Prepaid Verizon Jetpack 4G LTE Plan Works:
This 4G Jetpack gives you power. Increase your own mobile network with a plan and device to get high-speed internet on the go. With the primary service you can connect multiple devices to the Jetpack for $20 flat rate. Get unlimited talk and text with Jetpack, and your account manager for more details.
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For Unlimited Text on your daily or minute plan, add a Text Bundle:

- Text Messaging: $1 add-on to your monthly plan

For Unlimited Talk or Unlimited Text, add a Talk or Text Bundle:

- Talk Bundle
- Text Bundle

For Unlimited Talk, Text, or Video & Voice Messaging, add an Unlimited Plan:

- Unlimited Monthly Plan

For Unlimited Talk to Mobile Texting and voicemail, add an Unlimited Talk to Mobile Texting Plan:

- Unlimited Talk to Mobile Texting Plan

Set a Kate Pay Budget: set a limit on your major debit or credit card and set a day by the day of the month or by bill cycle.

Customize: Call or visit your Verizon Communications Store or go to our convenient online bill pay at vzw.com/billpay and shop for Car Phone Accessories, Mobile Reusable Phone Bag, and more.
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Customer Care: Call or visit your Verizon Communications Store and check your account online at vzw.com/myverizon.